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ORANGE time management - more than just another to-do app
Published on 01/22/14
rapidrabbit today announces ORANGE time management for iOS, which is based on the
Pomodoro
technique. A user divides his tasks into work units, so the usual workflow stays the same,
but becomes more structured. Thanks to this app you can work efficiently on your tasks. In
this way you will get your things done in favor of more leisure time. The app offers
statistics, which show how many units you've completed during a day, how long it took to
accomplish a unit and to finish a whole task.
Greifswald, Germany - At the beginning of a new year everybody is making plans and good
resolutions just to suspend them later. Maybe it's time to tackle this problem. That's why
rapidrabbit developed ORANGE time management - a productivity app, which will help you to
work efficiently on your tasks, so you get more free time.
Write down your tasks in the app, set their order and let's go! You have 25 minutes to
work highly concentrated and get a 5 minutes break afterwards. After four of these units
you get a longer pause to relax. You can approve your progress by getting a look at
already accomplished tasks in the archive or/and the statistics. The biggest advantage is,
however, that you can set your own units and break duration, so it fits your own workflow.
Here is a full list of the features of ORANGE time management:
* Archive, which gives you an overview of already accomplished tasks
* Adjustable timer settings to fit your own workflow
* Statistics, which show how many units you've completed during a day, how long it took to
accomplish a unit and to finish a whole task
Supported Languages:
ORANGE time management supports English, Bokml, Norwegian, Catalan, Czech, Danish,
Dutch,
Finnish, French, German, Greek, Hebrew, Hungarian, Indonesian, Italian, Japanese, Korean,
Polish, Portuguese, Romanian, Russian, Simplified Chinese, Slovak, Spanish, Swedish,
Traditional Chinese and Turkish languages.
Device requirements:
* iPhone, iPad, iPod touch
* iOS 7.0 or higher
* 4.0 MB
Pricing and Availability:
ORANGE time management 1.0.1 is Free and available worldwide exclusively through the App
Store in the Productivity category. The Pro version is only $1.99 (or equivalent amount in
other currencies). If you have any questions or need more information, please feel free to
contact us.
rapidrabbit:
http://rapidrabbit.de/
ORANGE time management 1.0.1:
http://rapidrabbit.com/our-apps/orange-time-management-2/
Download from iTunes:
https://itunes.apple.com/app/orange-time-management-pomodoro/id683105057
Screenshots:
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/bi9bgmfjz3wloou/XRWVwF56k7
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App Icon:
http://a2.mzstatic.com/us/r30/Purple6/v4/c5/29/58/c52958d1-a308-b0b5-b134-c96f48a19e09/m
zl.sdqycekj.175x175-75.jpg

rapidrabbit is an independent software and technology development company, founded 2007 in
Greifswald, Germany. 'Keep it simple and smart' is the philosophy in developing modern web
applications that are complex but still fun to use. Specializing in open source
technology, like Ruby on Rails, rapidrabbit soon became a well-known developer in
northeastern Germany. By advancing to the iPhone platform, rapidrabbit takes the next step
in distributing its software on an international level. Copyright (C) 2007-2014
rapidrabbit. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone, iPod and iPad are
registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries. Other trademarks
and registered trademarks may be the property of their respective owners.
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